Hey-ho, my friends united by struggle, hopes and disappointments.

In your hands zine MAALOX which is sometimes serious sometimes funny - impression from some activist camps and "big" protests i took part in.

Unsigned pictures are mine, others - made by really cool people.

Enjoy!

and see you on the barricades!

with love and anarchy
rotten zombi

contact: sirenevaya (at) riseup.net
TOPATHOS YA TILEFTERIA
INE DINATOTERO APOLA TA KELIA!
(The passion for freedom is stronger than your prisons!)

Police bastards do always what they want
beat even peaceful hippies
They break their own law
and try to defend it also

fuck them all!

TOPATHOS YA TILEFTERIA
INE DINATOTERO APOLA TA KELIA!

People in prison
like in small cages
it seems like fucking zoo
but may be more sadly

Hmm...May be it is the same -
when somebody take off your freedom
without your desire.

Let's put all fucking cages and bosses
on the fire!

Let's dance on their rest!

TOPATHOS YA TILEFTERIA
INE DINATOTERO APOLA TA KELIA!

This short text was written on the beach
in NoBorder camp in Lesvos, after morning
action at pagani. Couple of people were
in the roof and hanged out banners, the
rest was pushed by police, and after
beaten by riot cops who used sticks to
backs of running people.

by T.
STORY OF A GOOD RIOT COP.
NEVER GONNA BE A PACIFIST

(BAGNA)

i remember smashed faces
of my friends
after the night
in a police station

and i remember cops’
smiling mugs
these homophobic
racists

don’t give a fuck
about my
peaceful protest
i’m never gonna be
a pacifist

comics by A.
KISS ON THE BARRICADES

SEARCH OF BAD KIDS IN CHRISTIANIA

ARR!!!

HIC...

BE CAREFULL!

POLICE

SWINE FLU!!!

BRAIN CONCUSSION STRAIGHT FROM PIOS BATON

тежелый бычара попался

EXTRA ENERGY!

TEAR-GAS HELPS YOU TO SOLVE PROBLEM WITH RUNNING NOSE!

NOISE-PARTY IN F**KING CAGES

SKETCH FROM PROTEST OUR WORKING DAYS

LAZY BLOCK IN EXPECTATION OF THE RIOT
DANCE OF DESTRUCTION
(SKARPRETTER)

Black block serenade cut you like a razorblade
Nothing stands forever. Even steel can be unmade
Join the mob, anger can't be locked up
Do the dance of destruction to the barricade rock

There will be a fight in the city streets tonight
Broken glass will shine in the pale moonlight

The barricades burn, the war machine churn
And just for a moment the tables have turned

No rules no law, no cops, no more
Nothing really seems to be what it was before!
BAD ACTIVISTS

EATING VEGETABLES

I'M TIED OF THIS F**KING HELICOPTERS!

YEAH, THEY PISSED ME OFF TO!

Hey?!

The End

SPLASH!!
A.A.C.A.
(meinhof)

Anarchy

Another illusion
Illusion of life
A lick and the promise
But they forgot about us

A.A.C.A. — We don't give a fuck!

And

Streets on fire
Enough is enough
The time is now — NOW!!!
To make them remind fucking us

Chaos

A.A.C.A. — We don't give a fuck!
WE ARE PISSED OFF! WHAT ARE YOU?
solidarity with our imprisoned comrades

WE CAN'T BE FREE, мы не можем быть свободными,
UNTIL SOMEONE IS IN JAIL пока кт-о-то за решеткой

ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS